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1. Basic Theory

One of the first problems encountered whendesigning a sample is to

determine what criterion to use as a basis for selecting the 'sample units.
I

For example, should the sample units be selected with equal probabilities,

or with unequal probabilities based on somemeasure of size? A typical

problem is encountered whendeciding howto obtain a sample of limbs in a

fruit or nut tree for the purpose of estimating the total numberof fruit or'

nuts in the tree. The production per tree is one of the most important com-

ponents in a forecasting model designed to estimate total production.

A numberof research studies have been conducted to determine the most

efricient criteria on which to base the sample selection. The limb cross-

sectional area (CSA.) has been found to showa good correlation with the number

ot fruit on the limb. The CSA. is currently used in several operatio~ surveys

as a measure of size for limb selection.

The "randompath" PPS method of limb selection as described by Jessen (:i9 55)

is conunonlyused. This method is primarily used when obtaini~ a sample of
, \'

only one limb per tree. However, when the sample design makes it necessary ~o

obtain more than one sampling unit per tree, it is not clear howthe I sample
I

should 'Qedrawn, and what form the estimator should take.

In recent years, a large numberof selection procedures and estimators

have been proposed for sampling with unequal probabilities without replacement

when the sample size is greater tnan one. These were reviewed with the intention

of finding one tpat was both efficient and practical for estimating the number

ot' fruit or nuts in a tree. The following paragraphS outline the 1>S.sictheory ••

then an estimator is suggested.
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It shouJ.dbe stressed at this time that the success at' PPS sampling

depends heavily on the reliability at' the measures at' size. It' these are

poor, i. e., the limb CSA. is not correlated with the numberot' fruit, it may
,

, be no better than samPling with eq1,1alprobabilities. In fact, the magnitudel

ot'the correlation coefficient between y (number ot' fruit) and x (m~asure of

size) maybe unity, and yet PPS sampling maybe worse than sampling 'With eq~

probabilities. This can occur when there is a negative correlation between

Y and x. Des RaJ (l~bti) discusses these problems and suggests somemethods

for determining whether PPS sampling wouJ.dbe appropriate.

SeveraJ. terms will be repeated so their definitions follow ..

L 1f i = The probapility that the ith unit is included in a sfUll.Ple

selected without replacement (wtr).

2. 1fi' == The probability that unit (i') is included in tlle sample (wtr).

3· 1fii' = The probability that both units (i) and (i') are inCluded

in the sample (wtr).

4. Pij = The probability that the jth terminal unit from the ith, primai-y

unit was drawn into the sample.

5. Pi (jj ') = The probability that both' terminals j and j' wer~ selected

in the 1th primary,unit.

Primes attached to the subscripts will be used to identify the different

sample units within a selection stage.

The general theory 'Wasfirst presented by Horvit~ and Thompson(1952).
Yates and Grundy (1953) added to this theory by suggesting a variance estimator.

,
, The theo~ applies for any sam.plesize, but only the ~pecia.l case where 21 == 2

will be discussed. The application of the ,principle to a single stage case

will be discussed first and will be extended to a two-stage ,sampling scheme.
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Su;pposetoot two units are chosen with probabilities of' inclusion 1G.
and 1ri ,respectively, and with a joint probability of inclusion If i1' .

Then an unbiased estimator of the population total: is ~ = 2l.. + Yi' and
Ti 1fi'

, (A.) -rr;: 'l1i, .. '711i' ( Yi Yi'1
2

EST. Va;r Y = -rr: ...,.......•. '-tt-

"ii' "i "i'
Tllis expression for the estimated variance maybe negative unless the

sampling schemerequires that '111 'rri, ::;:.'Tfii'. An additional problem is the

requirement of the knowledge of 1fi, 1ri', and. 'n-ii' • The calculations fori

obtaining these can becomequite cumbersome,esPecially if the sample size

is grea.ter than two. Therefore, a procedure often used in practical s1tuations

is to sample in several stages with a· sa:nq>leof size two in each stage.

For eXSDq?le,suppose that two first stage units (primary limbs in the

case of f'rui t or nut trees) are selected with probabilities of inclusion
. I

11 -rr, and joint probability 1fii'. Then within each selectea first'II i, II i, ,

stage unit, a sample of two second stage units (terminal limbs) a;re selected

with probabilities 1'1j, Pij, and Pi(jj '), respectively. An unbiased estinla.tor

of the population total is then

+-1...
'lfi'

where Yij is the value atta.ched to the jth unit in the@thPrimarY.TO

simpli:f'y the notation, let(Yij + Yij') = ~i' and Yi'j + Yi'~t) =
Pij Pij' ',Pi'j Pitj'

.(
y. I
i ·

Also consider the total numberof primary units to be IN, and the total numbe:t-

of seco1Jda:ryun1ts within each primary to be Mi.
I
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(1)+_~)2
1fi'

(~)

Notice that Var.(Y) is two components:

(1) represents the samplingvariance due to selecting primaries.

(2) represents the samplingvariance due to subsamplingwithin each

primary•

Durbin (1953) suggested.a rule for estimating the variance from a sample
)

\

in the two stage ca.se. His procedure is based on the general theorem on

conditional variances which is as follows:
I

"The total variance in two stage sampling is the sumof two parts. The

first part is equal to the estimate· of variance calculated on the a~sumption

that the first stage units have been measuredwithout error. The secondpEU"t
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is eal~ated as if the first stage units selected were ~ixed strata; the

contribution to the variance from each first stage unit being lllultiplield ; .

by the probability of that unit' s inclusion in the sa.m.ple."

Using this rule weget

var. (~) _ ~i 1[i:i: lfii~~~ •

,-" ....•..

..

EST. +

~ "* (PiJ PiJ' • Pi(JJI) ( !iJ •• YiJ') 2
~ijj' ~Pij Pij'

Tb:L S''metbodappears to be fa.irly straight forward. However,as mell,tioned

earlier, the calculations 01' the 11";.'s, 'TGif, P1j'S and Pi(jJt) can become

coli:plexand lengthy.

procedures. Their criterion for including,a samplingschemein their study

follows:
,

(1) . Thevariance estimator should be less ths.n the estima.te provided by

samplingwith replacement.

(2) A non.ne~ative, unbiased variance estimator should be available.

(3) c~utations should not be complexand lengthy.

Theyconcludedthat an estimator developedby Murthy(1957) is preferable

over the other methodswhena consistent estimator as well as a stable variance

estiJ:l:ll;ltorare required. The efficiency of his estiIlla.torconq>a.resfa.vorably :

with other methods.



The sample·selection procedu:resare :t'airly straight t'orward.

(1) Select a PPSsam,pleot size unity from a randomarray of ~e

popuJ.at:1on,and removethe selected unit :t':I;'omthe popu,le.t"ion.

(2) .Take a PFSsampleof size unity from the units remaining in the

popuJ.at;ion. Removethe selected element from the popuJ.at~on.

(3) Continue this procedure until n selections are made. This will

g1ve a sample selected wi'tbout replacement and wi1ib. unequal pro..

habili ties. Tbe i t.I1selection is madew:l.t.tl probabili t1es propor-

tionate to the size of the remaining eleJQ.ents.

For n = 2, an unbiased estimator of the populat~on total,. based on the

orier the s~le was drawnis Yl == ~ (1 - 'Pl) (nes ,RaJ, 19EX). Pl and P2, P2
are the original probabilities of selection as defined below.

Murthy (1957) proves that corresponding to ~ biased or unbiased

ordered estimator, there exists an QDorderedestimator that is moreefficient

than the former. First he considered the probe,bilities associated with the

units drawn.

For n = 2
P1 = Prob~~bility that unit i is drawnfirst is »:t

I Xi

P2 == Probability that unit i' is dra.wnfirst is

Pl P2
Psl == (1 _ P

l
) = Probability that ~it i is drawnfirst and unit i'

second.

P2 PlPS2 == (1 _ P2) = Probability that unit it is drawnfirst and unit i

second.
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disregarding the order drawn.
A
Yo '"unbiased est.imate based on order in which sample was drawn.
"Yu '" unordered unbiased estimator

7

1\
It unit i' is draw·tirst and i second, Yoi' = Y2 +

Xi'and P2 = ---~ are the original prObabilities
LXi

ot selection. He then goes on to show that
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This methoo.has the desirable features that:

(1)
, (2)

(3)

Pi and Pi' are the probabilities of selection for one unit.

Calculations for coraputing the estimators a:re not Very cumbersome.
!

It is a wo~kable procedure for practical U$e, i.e., sample selection

methodqare straight-forward.

The ,.thod will nowbe extended to the two stage c~e. To.illustrate,

. suppose we wish to estimate the numberof ~it on a tree by selecting two

primaries, and within each selecting two terminals.

N :::The numberof primary scaffolds in the tree. i::: '1..• N
Xi

Ii :::--- :::the size of the ith primary divided by the sumor tijeL Xi
.primary sizes.

Mi':::The numberof terminal sampling units in the i th primary unit.

Xij
Tij::; ~'::: the size of the jth terminal divid~d by the sumof the

L terminal. sizes in the i th p:r1me.ry.
j

total numberof fruit in the i th primary, and yij is the numberof fru.i t in

the j th terminal of the i th primary.

"Then Y :::

EST. Va:r Y :::l +
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(1 -:~21)

(1 - Tll) (1 - T12) (1 ~ Tll _ T12)
(2 - TU - T12)2

This procedure can be e~tended to include more than two units at each
stage of sampling. To derive on estimator when more than two units' are
selected, list all possible ordered estimators and the probabilities of
gettitlS the respective ordered samples. Then form. the weighted average of
the ordered estimators.

The scheme can then be extended to include several stages of sampling.
For e~&e, a three stage sampling scheme could be trees within blocks,
primaries within trees, and terminals wi thin primaries. The first. step
would be to derive an estimator for each primary as illustrated in the two
s'taie ease. Then the tree est:tma.toris based on those for primaries, aga~n I

as illustrated in the two stage case. The final step is then to combine
the tree estimators to obtain the block estimator. In genera!, one would
start· with the final stage of selection and work back to the first stage. I

'.l.
",
,I
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2. Simplication of Estimators for EquaJ.Probabi,lity Sampling

An interesting comparison between this estima~or and the usual estimator, ,

for equal probability sampling can be made. Using the single stage estimator

for n = 2 to illustrate, we have

" 1 (Y1 (1. P2) + Y2 (1 '" pJ.
y = (2 - Pl - P2) Pi . P2/

1 1
If the. semple was selecteq. with equa.1probab1li ties, Pl = N and P2::;; N .

AThen y =

= 2(W
N

•1) (N. 1) (Y1+ Y2») = ¥ (Y1+ Y2) vbich is the unbi•.sed

estimate of the population total based on eq\1&lprobability sa.nq:Jli~.

A
Similarly for Var (Y) Pi PJ (1 - Pi - Pj)

(2 ::w-pi - P~)

(~)
we can assume equal probability sampling and get ~n



I
I

I'

11

which is. the usual variance term for simple r8Jldom sam;pling when n = 2 .

• I, ~

" ;
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3. A N\ml,ericaJ. Example

An example has been worked out to illustrate howto compute the necessary

pliQ:l:Jabiliti(~s and the variance estimates. The basic data was obtained for ,a.
cherry tree in Michigan. A total count by terminal limbs was made'lOt'all ,

of tlie trui t in the tree along withem measurement/ili'or every sampling unit

(termineJ. limb). The data. and size measurements are presented in Table 1
I

I
\
I
I
I

I
I
I
f

which includes the different probabilities of selection.

Twosets of probabilities ot' limb selection were computed. Suppose

t.bat &l1 of the terminal limbs in tbe tree were randomly arrayed di,srega.rd:i.ng

, which pri~y they belonged to. Then select a sample of two limbs. This

represents a sipgle s'ta.t;e sampling scheme. The probability that any termi~

,14: .~~1l:ad on the first draw is tile terminal CSAdivided by the sumof all

term1n&l CSt\.' s. This is designated as iij in the Table. Note tbat

N ~,t ~ a~J = 1.

In order to select a sample from such a single stage frame it is

necessary to have a size measurementof every terminal limb in the tree. This

can be avoided by selecting the sample in two stages. Firat obtain a sample

of prima:ries - will usually only be one or two. Then'within each selected

primary draw a sample of terminal limbs. The selection process in each priri:l.a.ry

is done independently of the other Primaries. This has a. distinct advantage

over the sipgle stage sampling schemebecause only the terminal limbs withi~
,,

the selected primaries need be measured. The proba.bility of any primary (Pj)

being sampled is the primary CSt\. divided by the sumof all primary CSA.' s.

The probability that any terminal is drawn from within a selected primary

'1s the terminal, CSA. divided by the sumof the terminal CSA. 's in the same
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Table ·1.·-Limb counts of' cherries obtained from a. tree with CS/\t S and probabil-

ities or selection, Michigan, June 19btl.

· CS/\ : Proba.bilities of seiection : i'j1~rmfiia.l·: Primary : Term:l.naJ.: Pi ,: :ri~ : l¥Iij, r :. fruit YiJ.
Primary 9.4 • 26tS

Terminal 1 loti .237 .063 204
1.1 .145 .039 343
1·7 .223 .060 615
lot) .237 .063 t$90
1.2 .15ts .042 ·912

Primary 2 2.1 .0bO
·5 .333 .017 101:)

.•5 .334 .01'( 236
·5 .333 .017 264

Primary 3 7.1:) .222
·3 .040 .011 11
·9 .122 .032 ,,123
.b .Qt)1 .021 1'(7.($ .1()(j .02<> 204
.9 .122 .032 260

1.4 .1($9 .049 50b
.9 .122 .032 319

1.6 .216 .056 342
Primary 4 5.($ .165

· .9 .164 .032 175·. .6 .109 .021 147
1.2' .211:) .042 :321.

·5 .091 .017 153
1.6 .291 .056 595

·7 \ .127 .025 214
Primary 5 10.0 .2(j5

1.7 .262 .060 302
.9 .13B .032 120

1.0 .154. .035 214
.1:) .123 .02/j 153.5 '.077 .017 154

1.6 .246 .056 302

Tree · 35·1 2tj.5 1.000 5·000 1.000 6364·•
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primary. Theseprobabilities are designated by Tij in Table 1. Note that

. Mi
within ea.chprimary}: Tij = 1-

j

The variance for the single stage case whenn = 2 has been computed.

To simplify the notation let ~ij and Yij = ~ and Ykre~pectively. Then

A
(2~)

~1•..!It ...~t~ G~ ~)eVar (y) = ~. ak 8tt ... =2 - ~ - Sk' ik Sikt

81 82 ~l ...~l - i2~ (~y;)e...i: +2 •..ail •. i2 III 2

i1 i3 ~l •..~l - "2~ (r1 y~)2 +2 ...al ...12 Ii ..."82"

•
•

•

Thevariance for the two stage estimator whenn = 2 has also been

co~uted. For this case

" 5Var (Y) = L
i

•. y~ •• + f
i

= 11,521,341. This is grea.ter than the single stage variance. However,

whencomparingthe cost of obtaining counts and measurementsof samplingunits



in the entire tree with that for one primary, the use of the two stage

estimator becomespractical.

The variances for the different estimators discussed are summarized

in the following Table. Basic data was a.vailable from four cherry trees

in Michigan.

Table l.--Variances of equal and unequal probability'estimators

Estimator Tree 1 • Tree 2 : Tree 3 Tree 4.
Single stage

EP nl:l2 17,504,043. 22,452,837 20,970,672 2,m:S2,903
PP13 n = 2 . eJ,336,510 5,322,750 14,077,t)OO 2,695,190

',l'wostage

one prim. PPS 11,821,341 6,200,724 16,502,077 2,505,862
Twoprim• PPS ..

NUmberof fruit: t),364 13,250..in trees 11,311 3,352-
. ,

All trees except tree four showa smaller variance for the PPSestimatorls.

Tree fOur showeda poor correlation between terminal limb size and number.

of fruit.
In a typical situation, the only values available for calcUlating the

variance are those obtained from the sample. Supposethat terminals Y13and

Y45were se1ect~d.

1\
Then Y :::



1
::s '2 •• 060... ~615 (1...056)

.056) \:000
+ 595

\ ... 10,437

31,065

Nowto extend the problem to a two stage case suppose t.ba.t one primary
I

(say P3) was selected and then two terminals Within this primary are sampled

(say Y32 and Y3CS). Then

J\
Y ::I

1 '1
P3 (2 ..T32 ..T3~) 5,886

1\ 1
and EST. Var (Y) = P3~
1,110,900

Even though samplingwas in two stages, the estima:ted variance only contains

one conu>onentbecause jus't one firs't stage unit was se1ec'ted. If two

primary units and two terminals were chosen from each selected primary, theri

the forrnuJ..a.st'or 'the estimated toteJ. and estima.ted variance will be as shown

on page ti above.
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